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Decision Trees

Can it speak 
fluently?

Is its age > 65 
years?

Does it live 
independently?
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Decision Trees

categorical 
features

continuous 
features

Predictions are 
made at the leaves

of the tree.
algorithm



Algorithm: C4.5

splitting

pruning

missing 
values

information gain

compute upper bounds on 
error probabilities

stoppage no more examples or features
to split on

treat as additional feature



Algorithms like C4.5 and CART are highly 
interpretable…

but prone to overfitting and sensitive to 
small perturbations in data (high variance).



error = bias + variance

underfitting

overfitting



Can we turn several weak
classifiers into a strong one?

high bias,
low variance + 
slightly >50% 

accuracy



Example

Source: Robust Real-Time Face Detection (Viola & Jones)

detects eyes
Each classifier is 
weak by itself—

but several 
together become 

strong.



Algorithm

1. We’ll construct     weak classifiers.

2. Each classifier will be weighted.

3. The strong classifier will be composed of the weighted weak classifiers.



Gradient Boosting Decision Trees
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How do we create these weak 
classifiers?



1. Initialize the model by choosing the 
most likely class.

Gradient Boosting



2. Compute the pseudo-residual across 
each data point (xi , yi).

Gradient Boosting



3. Train a weak classifier using data points 
(xi ,  i).

Gradient Boosting



4. Compute the weight of the weak 
classifier by minimizing the loss.

Gradient Boosting



5. Update the strong classifier, and 
repeat steps 2-4 m times.

Gradient Boosting



In the case of decision trees, the weak 
classifiers trained will be small decision 

trees (e.g. stumps).
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Different frameworks grow each weak decision 
tree differently…

two popular open-source frameworks are 
XGBoost and LightGBM.



XGBoost utilizes regression trees (CART)—
predictions are the sum of the corresponding 

leaves. It specifies a loss function.

penalizes 
distance

penalizes 
number of 

leaves
penalizes leaf 

weights



XGBoost: Gradient Boosting

movement regularization



XGBoost: Gradient Boosting

Source: Pushkar Mandot

This yields a closed-
form solution for the 

leaf weights wj. 
Branching is done 

level-wise, greedily.
optimize loss 

reduction



For large datasets, an approximation
algorithm is used for splitting. Features are 

placed into buckets based on percentile.

XGBoost: Gradient Boosting
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The algorithm learns the best 
direction to handle missing

values—great for sparse data.

XGBoost: Gradient Boosting



LightGBM: Gradient Boosting

Source: Pushkar Mandot

Branching is instead 
done leaf-wise, 

greedily.
optimize loss 

reduction



For large datasets, a new dataset is created 
with instances with large gradients and a 
subsample of those with small gradients.

LightGBM: Gradient Boosting



Again, the optimal direction for 
missing values is learned.

LightGBM: Gradient Boosting



Additionally, sparse categorical
features are bundled via “exclusive 

feature bundling.”

LightGBM: Gradient Boosting



Important Parameters

XGBoost
number of iterations (trees)

learning rate
maximum depth
minimum child weight

column sample (per iteration)
subsample ratio (per iteration)

LightGBM
number of iterations (trees)

learning rate
maximum depth
minimum data in leaf
maximum number of leaves

feature fraction (per iteration)
bagging fraction (per iteration)

iterations

controls 
overfitting

controls 
speed
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